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As more companies realize that colocation is a safe and convenient way to meet business continuity ob-
jectives, the need for a reliable data center comes into focus. Fibertown  is our trusted partner for data 
center services. They maintain their centers with concurrent and redundant power, cooling and con-
nectivity, and they have disaster recovery offices and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) 
control centers for companies that need to control local operations from remote locations during times 
of evacuations. Their offices are in Houston and Bryan, and their customer service is second to none!   
 
Interested in colocation for your company?   LEARN MORE/VIEW VIDEO 

There are some companies that still benefit from on-premise servers. With a host of customizable cloud configura-
tions, however, having control over your data is not sacrificed by managing it off-premesis. Choosing a private cloud 
solution, or a public-private hybrid, can maintain safe and recoverable data while guarding the security of the data.

SPOTLIGHT ON THE CLOUD

A STRONG NETWORK
Let’s connect and follow each other in business! 
If you have a particular social network you use, please let us 
know so we can “Like”, “Follow” and “Connect” with you. 

Find us at:
 
 

WHAT DIFFERENT CLOUDS CAN DO 

COMING IN JUNE
BLOGGING TOPIC: 
“Cloud Gazing” 
We will  take stock of some of the 
more common  considerations 
regarding cloud options, the pros and 
the cons. Visit our BLOG HERE.  

Email Questions to
Service@Securenetworkers.com

Every office should 
have at least one 
Canadian in it, because 
Canadians have perfect-
ed the art of profession-
al kindness. Our resident 
Canadian is Timothy 
Jamie Luff. He often goes by 
the nickname ‘Tim James.’ 
His background in the 
industry began in the 
90’s, when he started 
building his own computer systems.

Today he is responsible over StorageCraft for our 
customers. He monitors and repairs the setups for 
the backup configurations, and he helps set up new 
servers. He also helps with server diagnostics and 
repairs, plus his current ongoing education focuses 
on this aspect of support services. 

When computer network communications go awry, 
it helps to have a professional who is not only highly 
competent and experienced, but someone who is 
patient, listens carefully, and assists customers with 
that signature Canadian kindness.  

Learn more about Tim James and the rest of our 
exceptional staff on our Meet-Your-IT-Team page!

CLOUD CAPABILITIES

COMING: ADVANCED TRAINING FOR STAFF
 
Channel Link  
The latest on Channel Link solutions 
06/18-21 New Orleans, LA

DFARS 204.73 / NIST SP 800-171  
Controlled Information Security 
06/28 Baton Rouge, LA  & Online 

Cisco Fire Jumper Training 
07/1-2 Miami, FL

With June comes Hurricane Season. Here in Southeast Texas, storm preparation is serious busi-
ness for all businesses. One of the fundamental decisions that determines how fast and how well 
a company will be able to stay online during a disaster, and restore data afterwards, begins with 
the choice of hosting. There are basic choices: on-premises, off-premises, or a hybrid between 
the two. There are the further decisions about what data is backed up, and how it is backed up, 
whether on public cloud or private cloud, all of which will determine the operational level and 
funcationality of a company in these situations. Which configuration is right for you? Keeping a 
business online and operating remotely during an evacuation, maintaining continuous access of 
applications critical to business, and having a trusted lock on the level of security of business re-
cords can be, for many industries, just as imporant as the ability to restore files. Advances in host-
ing and cloud configurations make a multitude of disaster recovery solutions possible. This is an 
area where you can provide your company a solution that is tailor-made to its needs.

One of the strongest arguments for investing in a private or hybrid solution is the functionality it provides your net-
work in the event of adverse conditions (weather-related or man-made). It mobilizes your business to move out of the 
way of the threat while keeping business continuity:  

It maintains the security of data.
All data, and the apps that manage them, remain operational.

Redundant power and redundant internet access maintains connectivity.

This month we will be exploring features of different cloud hosting, and data center options, in our weekly blog posts. 
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